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FOREWORD

Jungle terrain and climate, as they affect tactics, materiel, and manpower, are of interest to the U.S. Army because U.S. troops are daily involved in training for and advising on the conduct of warfare in the jungles of Africa, Asia, and Latin America. The Special Operations Research Office has prepared this bibliography of articles and books containing information on experiences in jungle campaigns, suggestions for tactics tailored for use in jungles, and ways of training troops in jungle warfare. It is hoped that this material will be of use to Army schools.

The items contained in this bibliography were reviewed in the course of maintaining a bibliographic survey of the unclassified, English-language sources of information on counterinsurgency. They are divided according to geographic area, and there is an Author-Title Index to aid the reader in locating items.

Theodore R. Vallance
Director

January 1964
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Africa

Kenya


Asia

Burma


3. Irwin, Anthony S. BURMESE OUTPOST. London: Collins, 1945. 160 pp. Maps, ill. LC-0767.6.f7. A British officer recounts his experience as leader of "V" Force, which was organized among the local tribes of Arakan in India to undertake guerrilla operations against the Japanese, 1943-44. Scattered references to Japanese countermeasures included.

Indochina (before 1954)


6. Chassin, (Gen) G. J. M. "Lessons of the War in Indochina," INTERAVIA (Switzerland), 7 (Dec 1952), 670-75. LC-TL500.1555. Reviewing French air operations against the Vietminh (1946-52), the Air Officer Commanding, French Forces Far East, opts for the use of slower, simpler, lighter aircraft.

7. "Conflict in Indo-China," AMERASIA, 2 (Jan 1947), 2-10. This article is a brief account of the French attempt to reestablish control in Indochina after World War II, outlining the political events that led to the outbreak of guerrilla warfare thereafter. Good explanation of the causes of the war in Indochina.
8. Durdin, Tillman. "A War Not for Land but for People," NEW YORK TIMES MAGAZINE, (May 28, 1950), 7, 47-48, 50. LC-AP2.N65 75. A foreign correspondent reports on the costly war that France was waging against the Communist Vietminh in Indochina. French military and political strategy and antiguerilla tactics are reviewed.

9. Fall, Bernard B. "Indochina, the Seven-Year Dilemma," MILITARY REVIEW, 33 (Oct 1953), 23-35. ill., map. Author describes the military aspects of the war (1945-53) and points out the weaknesses of French defensive tactics in countering the Communist Vietminh. He urges the French to adopt Mao's guerilla tactics.


11. Geneste, (Lt Col) Marc. "Guerrilla Warfare," INFANTRY, 51 (Dec 1960, Jan-Feb 1961), 4-6. This firsthand report in the form of a diary appraises French efforts against Communist guerrillas in Indochina since 1945. Author stresses need for specially-trained infantrymen to combat and match guerrillas in tactics.


17. Long, George W. "Indochina Faces the Dragon," NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC MAGAZINE, 102 (Sep 1952), 287-328. Ill. LC-G1.N27. This travelog of author’s trip to Indochina in 1952 covers area background information and briefly mentions the French struggle against the Communist Vietminh. Mostly illustrations.


22. Riesen, Rene. JUNGLE MISSION. New York: Thomas Y. Crowell, [c. 1957]. 204pp. Ill., app., ind. In this adventure story, author narrates how during 1950, he won the friendship of the Moi tribes in Indochina in the war against the Viet Minh, who were themselves trying to convert the tribesmen to the Communist cause.


Malaya

28. "Air Supply in Malaya District," CANADIAN ARMY JOURNAL, 4 (Oct 1950), 49-50. Ill. LC-U1.C23. This is a short article describing British methods of dropping supplies to antiguerrilla troops in the Malayan jungles. It indicates the importance as well as some of the difficulties of air supply in jungle.

29. B.N.R. "The Campaign in Malaya," WORLD TODAY, 5 (Nov 1949), 477-86. The fighting in Malaya is developed through observations on the tactics of jungle fighting, the nature of the guerrilla war, and methods of counterattack. The Communist technique of "liberation" and theories about guerrilla war are also discussed.


33. Bjelajac, Slavko N. "Malaya: Case History in Area Operations," *ARMY,* 12 (May 1962), 30-40. Former Nationalist guerrilla leader in Yugoslavia inquires into the causes which brought the British victory in Malaya, examining both the Communist strategy and errors and the various counterinsurgency tactics used by the British.


35. Brazier-Greagh, (Brig) K. R. "Malaya," *JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL UNITED SERVICE INSTITUTION,* 99 (May 1954), 175-90. This lecture by the Chief of Staff, British Army, Malaya, gives a comprehensive survey of the government's strategy and tactics against the Communist terrorists (1948-54). Basic principles for antiguerilla operations are derived.


41. Cornett, (Col) Jack G. "Jungle Bashing," INFANTRY, 52 (May-Jun 1962), 18-20. US Military Liaison Officer in Singapore for 2 years reports on British technique of penetrating the jungle in the 1947-58 Malayan campaign against Communist terrorists. All units were trained extensively in centers such as the one at Kota Tinggi described in this article.
42. Crawford, Oliver. THE DOOR MARKED MALAYA. London: Hart-Davis, 1958. 237 pp. Map. This is a British officer's personal record (1954-55) of the psychological and physical aspects of jungle warfare during the Malayan Emergency, with masterful descriptions of patrolling, transport, and communications problems.

43. Crockett, (Maj) Anthony. "Action in Malaya," MARINE CORPS GAZETTE, 39 (Jan 1955), 28-36. Ili. LC-VE7.94. Outlining one hypothetical case of tactical ambush of the guerrillas by the British Marines in Malaya, author points out that 35,000 British troops were kept active in combating 4,000 terrorists. Sound training is viewed as key to victory.


45. Cross, John. RED JUNGLE. London: Robert Hale Ltd., 1958. 244 pp. Ili. LC-D802. M207. Author tells his personal experiences of living and working in the Malayan jungle behind the enemy lines over three years, 1942-45. This book also describes some Japanese countermeasures against the guerrillas, such as patrolling and bombing the jungle areas.

46. Dougherty, James F. "The Guerrilla War in Malaya," U.S. NAVAL INSTITUTE PROCEEDINGS, 84 (Sept 1958), 41-49. In this discussion of the development of Malayan communism and British counterguerrilla warfare (1948-58), author believes that the Malayan "Emergency" provides a valuable model for a successful counterinsurgency campaign.
47. Duke, (Lt Col) W. D. H. "Operation Metcalf," THE ARMY QUARTERLY, 67 (Oct 1953), 28-32. Map. LC-U1.A85. This article is the story of a raid on a terrorist guerrilla camp in Malaya. Camp was sighted by air because of ground cleared for cultivation—necessary after British food-denial measures had succeeded. Planning for raid detailed.

48. "Emergency Cheaper," EASTERN WORLD, 11 (Dec 1957), 28-29. In an appraisal of British efforts to rid Malaya of jungle terrorists, a correspondent discusses the government's policy of pardoning surrendered terrorists and their sympathizers for past crimes. Cost of antiguerrilla operations was also decreasing by this time.


50. Fricker, John. "Flying Against the Malayan Bandits," THE AEROPLANE, 80 (Jan 5, 1951), 6-8; (Jan 12, 1951), 43-44. Having accompanied an RAF group over the jungles of Malaya, a journalist describes an air strike against guerrillas and a supply drop to British security forces.

51. Furby, Sam W. "Malay Patrol," LEATHERNECK, 36 (Jan 1953), 48-51. Ill. LC-D501.L4. In this narration of personal experience in jungle war, the author describes the training program, organization, equipment, and tactics of the Royal Marine Commandos in the fight against the Communist terrorists in Malaya, 1951-1953.


55. Hanrahan, Gene Z. THE COMMUNIST STRUGGLE IN MALAYA. New York: Institute of Pacific Relations, 1954. xii, 146pp. Bib., app. LC-D3596.H33. In this study of the strategy and tactics of the Malayan Communists, 1941-53, author briefly discusses British strategy and countermeasures against the Communist guerrillas, as well as the financial cost of the war.

56. Harvey, M. "Malaya: Time for a Change," THE ARMY QUARTERLY, 70 (Apr 1955), 38-43. LC-U1.A85. Author, who served in Malaya in 1954, criticizes use of patrols without information, and urges that certain changes be made in antiguerrilla tactics. He suggests a number of practical improvements.

58. Henniker, (Brig) M.C.A. "The Jungle War in Malaya," THE MILITARY ENGINEER, 45 (Jan-Feb 1953), 31-34. Ill. LC-TA1.P85. British officer offers firsthand information about causes of the war, nature of the enemy, and means of fighting him. Author concludes that the administrator, the soldier, and the policeman must work as a team for effective results.


60. Hillard, (Maj) J. L. "Tactics in Malaya," MILITARY REVIEW, 31 (Aug 1951), 100-03. Dig. from ARMY QUARTERLY (Great Britain, Apr 1951). LC-Z6723.U35. Examining basic strategy and tactics of the antiguerrilla campaign in Malaya, author argues that primary solution to the guerrilla problem lies in construction of roads to enhance tactical mobility.

61. "Insurrection in Malaya," THE ROUND TABLE, 39 (Dec 1948), 24-31. LC-MA4.R6. Author describes the aims and tactics of the Communist terrorists in Malaya and the British problems of countering them, concluding that the first task of 1948 was to give security to all communities and to all races.
Entries 62-66


64. Lieber, (Capt) Albert C. "Hide and Seek with Guerrillas," INFANTRY. 52 (Mar-Apr 1962), 17-18. Author suggests that tenous logistical situations, poor communications, and dependence on foot movement are weaknesses characteristic of jungle antiguerrilla warfare. Drawing upon Malayan successes, he seeks possible solutions to these problems.

65. Linebarger, (Maj) Paul H. A. "They Call 'Em Bandits in Malaya," COMBAT FORCES JOURNAL, 1 (Jan 1951), 26-29. Ill. Former psywar officer and professor of Asiatic politics reviews British antiguerrilla tactics. Author predicts victory for British methods and believes their campaign may become a counterinsurgency model.

Entries 67-71

67. "Look in on Malaya," THE ROYAL AIR FORCE REVIEW, 6 (Aug 1950), 4-5. LC-UG63 5.07R74. This brief article contains a description of the role of the British Royal Air Force in antiguerrilla operations in the Malayan jungles. Statistics for supply sorties and air strikes, 1948-50, are given.

68. Mackersey, Ian. "Jungle Crusade," THE ROYAL AIR FORCE REVIEW, 5 (Feb 1950), 4-6. LC-U6535.07R74. Author gives description, based on firsthand observation, of one combined air-ground offensive action against guerrilla forces in Malaya. The hardship of jungle warfare is emphasized.

69. "Malaya," MILITARY REVIEW, 33 (Feb 1954), 51-60. LC-Z6723.U35. This article is a digest from BACK-GROUND, (Dept of State Publication 5061, Far Eastern Series 37). It comprises a brief description of the area background, Malayan Communist objectives and tactics, and British counterstrategy for the postwar antiguerrilla campaign.


72. "The Malays Have Their Own (R.A.F.) Regiment," THE ROYAL AIR FORCE REVIEW, 5 (June 1950), 4-5. Ill. LC-U6635-G7R74. This article shows how Malays were recruited and organized into a tough and versatile Royal Air Force, well-trained in jungle warfare. Valuable in relation to recruitment, organization, and training of counterinsurgents.

73. Mans, (Lt Col) Rowland S.N. "Victory in Malaya," MARINE CORPS GAZETTE, 47 (Jan 1963), 44-49; (Feb 1963), 40-43; (Mar 1963), 46-50. Ill. Staff officer with Gurkha division in Malaya for 3 years summarizes ingredients of British success against Communist terrorists, 1948-59. Tactics of jungle patrolling and ambush are described in detail.


Entries 77-81


81. Napier, (Capt) F. S. "One Platoon in the Jungle," _Soldier_ (Great Britain), 10 (Jan 1955), 12-13. Ill. LC-U1.S67. This account of one British platoon in Malayan antiguerrilla operations illustrates the difficulties encountered in evacuating the wounded. Examination of killed foe yielded valuable documents.

83. Odgers, George. "With the RAAF in Malaya," AIRCRAFT (Australia), 29 (Aug 1951), 19-20, 40. Ill. LC-TL501.A5613. The role of Australian airmen in anti-guerrilla operations and the effectiveness of the operations are described. Emphasis is on the significance of the outcome of the Malayan counterinsurgency fight to the defense of Australia.


85. Phipps, (Capt) C. C. "Guerrillas In Malaya," INFANTRY, (May-Jun 1961), 36-40. Concerned with British Army unit's role in helping to end Communist guerrilla threat in Malaya, author describes the conditions, tactics, and techniques of counterguerrilla operations.

86. Pollitt, Harry. MALAYA, STOP THE WAR. London: Farleigh Press, 1952. 12pp. LC-D596.P6. This pamphlet expresses Communist views on British efforts to suppress Communist terrorists in Malaya, denouncing the war as a means of providing profits for big business. The government is urged to stop a cruel and costly war.


90. Ranft, (Capt) D. D. "Parachuting in Malaya," ARMY QUARTERLY, 66 (July 1953), 205-07. LC-U1A55. Author describes in detail a specialized method of air-dropping troops into jungles, devised during the antiguerrilla campaign in 1952. He contends that, with this new technique, a parachute operation can take place anywhere in the dense jungle.

91. Reynolds, (Sgt) J. A. C. "Terrorist Activity in Malaya," MARINE CORPS GAZETTE, 45 (Nov 1961), 56-58. Ill. LC-VE 7.44. A lieutenant in the Federation of Malaya Police renders a firsthand account of jungle tactics used on both sides. Author believes use of air raids by the counterinsurgents was successful and a definite morale breaker.


94. Robinson, (Maj) R.E.R. "Reflections of a Company Commander in Malaya," ARMY QUARTERLY, 61 (Oct 1950), 80-87. LC-U1. A85. Author conveys tactical lessons learned in 13 months as a company commander in Malaya. He concludes that the most successful antiguerilla operations are those planned and executed on a company level.


97. Slater, (Capt) K.R.C. "Air Operations in Malaya," JOURNAL OF THE ROYAL UNITED SERVICE INSTITUTION (London), 102 (Aug 1957), 378-87. LC-U1.R8. In this review an RAF officer draws a number of lessons learned from the antiguerrilla campaign. He believes that, for maximum military results, Army must act with Air as "one entity."


104. Warner, Denis. "Target--Malayan Bandits," AIRCRAFT (Australia), 29 (Feb 1951), 16-17, 38. Ill. LC-TL501.A56. Far Eastern correspondent records the notable success of Australian airman's anti-guerrilla operations in Malaya. Their main task was to bomb terrorist camps and to supply food and ammunition to counterinsurgency forces in the jungle.

105. Whitehead, (Group Capt) J. "What Price Malaya?" THE ROYAL AIR FORCE QUARTERLY, 2 (Jan 1950), 9-11. Ill. LC-U8635.G7A15. Author discusses causes of the stalemate in the Malayan war, describing the 1950 British counterinsurgency effort. He urges that the British try to obtain cooperation from the Malayan population in order to end the war.

106. Woodhouse, (Capt) J. M. "Some Personal Observations on the Employment of Special Forces in Malaya," ARMY QUARTERLY, 66 (Apr 1953), 69-74. LC-U1.A85. Author analyzes tactics of Malayan Scouts during the 1951-52 antiguerilla campaign, drawing the conclusion that special forces are effective when operating as small units in the jungle.
Philippines

107. Asprey, (Capt) Robert B. "Waller of Samar," MARINE CORPS GAZETTE, 45 (May 1961), 36-41; (Jun 1961), 44-48. Maps, ill. LC-V57.44. Author depicts successful US expeditions against Filipino rebel forces in Samar, 1893-1902. For executing 11 natives without a trial, Maj Waller was courtmartialed but acquitted.


110. Bashore, (Capt) Boyd T. "Dual Strategy for Limited War," MILITARY REVIEW, 40 (May 1960), 46-62. Author describes strategy and tactics used by Magsaysay to counter the Communist Huk guerrillas in the Philippines. The need for studying this subject is stressed.


114. COUNTER-GUERRILLA OPERATIONS IN THE PHILIPPINES, 1946-53: A Seminar on the Huk Campaign held at Fort Bragg, N.C., June 15, 1961. 72pp. Five panel members, participants in the anti-Huk campaign, show the tactical lessons of the antiguerrilla war through panel discussion followed by questions and answers.


117. Farinas, (1st Lt) Jose R. "AFP's Scout Rangers," PHILIPPINES ARMED FORCES JOURNAL, 9 (Nov 1955), 18-27. In the post-WW II anti-Huk campaign, the Rangers operated as semiconventional forces in the Philippine Army. This article describes Ranger selection and training and details several antiguerilla operations.


119. Hammer, Kenneth M. "Huks in the Philippines," MILITARY REVIEW, 36 (Apr 1956), 50-54. Reviewing the intraguerilla conflicts of 1941-45, author analyzes the events that led the Filipino Government to fight the Communist Huks in the post-war period. Some of the counterinsurgency socio-economic measures used by President Magsaysay are described.


122. Rentfrow, Frank Hunt. "Which We Are Proud To Serve," LEATHERNECK, 14 (June 1931), 10-11, 44-46. LC-D501.L4. Author depicts the outbreak of the Filipino uprising against the American occupation, 1899; the Balangiga incident, 1901; and the efforts of US Marines under Maj Walker to counter the insurrectionists, 1901-1902.


125. Scaff, Alvin H. THE PHILIPPINE ANSWER TO COMMUNISM. Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1955, ix, 165pp. Ill., app., map, ind. A scholarly account of the triumphant struggle against the Huk movement. Author attributes success mainly to the economic and social reforms made under the leadership of President Macasaysay, 1951-54.
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Yquin, (Capt) Thomas C. "Horse Cavalry and National Defense," PHILIPPINES ARMED FORCES JOURNAL, 9 (Nov 1955), 11-17. Author discusses the value of horse cavalry in the Philippine Islands, giving a brief description of the role played by the cavalry in counterinsurgency operations after World War II.


135. Elegant, Robert S. "The Long Haul in Vietnam," THE NEW LEADER, 45 (June 25, 1962), 16-17. In a concise analysis of the current military and political anti-guerrilla campaign in South Vietnam, author concludes that, so long as the Communists' supply route through Laos remains, the situation will not be stabilized.

136. Ennis, Thomas E. "Light and Shadows on Vietnam," CURRENT HISTORY, 41 (Dec 1961), 335-40. A specialist on Southeast Asia believes that the Viet Cong aim is to unite Laos, Cambodia, North and South Vietnam, in order to support long range Communist plans to conquer India and Pakistan.


140. Livingston, (Capt) George D. "Jungle Camp," INFANTRY, 53 (July-Aug 1963), 52-54. Ill. The author describes some counterguerrilla tactics and illustrates the characteristics of a good, secure base from which to conduct such operations in jungle situations.


142. Martin, Robert M. "Up Front with U.S. Guerrillas in Asia--An Eyewitness Report," U.S. NEWS AND WORLD REPORT, 50 (Apr 24, 1961), 54-56. This is an informative account of US officers' work in training the people of South Vietnam and Laos for guerrilla warfare. The tactics and strategy of the guerrillas are also described.

143. Rose, Jerry A. "I'm Hit, I'm Hit, I'm Hit," SATURDAY EVENING POST, 236 (Mar 23, 1963), 34-47, 84. Ill., map. Ill. An American correspondent reports on U.S. Special Forces' role in war against Communist guerrillas in S. Vietnam. He describes defensive operation which began when Strike Forces' camp was infiltrated and attacked by Viet Cong battalion.

144. Rose, Jerry A. "Our Undeclared War in Vietnam," THE REPORTER, 26 (May 1962), 30-32. This article describes a joint US-Vietnamese plan, combining military operations with civic action, to combat the Viet Cong guerrillas. Although many specific measures appear to be effective, the success of the overall strategy remains to be seen.
145. Schanche, Don "Last Chance for Vietnam," SATURDAY EVENING POST, (Jan 6, 1962), 13-21. Ill., map. AL. This is a first-hand report on the progress of S. Vietnam's war against the Viet Cong. The author believes Diem must allow Americans a more powerful role in the operation of his military forces if the Viet Cong are to be eliminated.

146. "South Viet Nam," TIME, 80 (Jul 20, 1962), 26-29. Ill. This article, with a description of a typical action of the guerrilla war in the jungle, gives a view of the military situation in Vietnam. It reports that the tactics taught by US advisers, especially the use of helicopters, are beginning to show results.

147. "Tough Men and Terrain for an Ugly War," LIFE, 51 (Oct 27, 1961), 44-51. Ill., map. AL. When S. Vietnamese soldiers failed to cope with the Viet Cong by using conventional infantry tactics, the U.S. sent guerrilla specialists to S. Vietnam as members of its military advisory group. This article highlights the training program.


149. Warner, Denis. "The Many-Fronted War in South Vietnam," THE REPORTER, 27 (Sept 13, 1962), 33-35. Australian journalist presents an overall appraisal of the strategy and tactics of both the Viet Cong guerrillas and U.S.-Vietnamese counterinsurgency forces. He concludes that this antiguerilla war is still being lost, but more slowly than before.

Other Asian

151. "Laos," INFANTRY, 51 (May-Jun 1961), 54. Map. LC-U1.C33. Laos has considerable strategic value from its location in relation to other SE Asian countries. These facts on terrain, climate, transportation, and population may be of value to troops sent there to maintain this strategic position.


Latin America

Brazil

158. Cunha, Euclides da. REBELLION IN THE BACKLANDS. Tr. Samuel Putnam. Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press. [1944]. xxxii, 526pp. Ill., ind. Journalist covered uprising of 1896 and so infuriated Brazilian officials with this critique of their methods that they assassinated him. This is a classic history of the counterinsurgency campaign.

Colombia

159. Nusbaum, (Lt Col) Keith C. "Bandidos," MILITARY REVIEW, 43 (July 1963), 20-25. Ill. The current campaign by the Colombian Army against native banditry proves the soundness of U.S. counterinsurgency doctrine. Offensive combat, civic action projects, and psychological operations are ending bandit control of rural areas of Colombia.
Nicaragua


161. Gray, (Maj) John A. "The Second Nicaraguan Campaign," MARINE CORPS GAZETTE, 17 (Feb 1933), 33-41. LC-VE7-M4. Author compares nature of Nicaraguan campaign of 1926-30 with other Marine operations in Latin America. He describes methods employed to drive out Sandino and his bandits: air searches and bombardments, pack train patrols, etc.

General Jungle Operations (Including Training)


166. "Effects of the Tropics," INFANTRY, 52 (March-April 1962), 3-4. This article stresses the need for constant logistical support of units operating in the tropics and describes the effect of the jungle on communications, weapons-supply, evacuation, and troop movement. Pertinent for counterinsurgency forces.

167. Foxley-Norris, (Wing Cdr) C. N. "The Use of Air Power in Security Operations," ROYAL UNITED SERVICE INSTITUTION JOURNAL, 99 (Nov 1954), 554-58. AL. RAF officer uses Kenya and Malaya to show how air power as a major weapon has become limited in effectiveness when used against well-organized insurgents with a will to win, in jungle terrain.
168. Isaksson, (Col) O. H. "The Australian Jungle Training Centre," INFANTRY, 52 (May-Jun 1962), 52-55. Ill. The Commandant of the Centre directed his staff in the preparation of this article on training forces. They were drawn from a cross-section of the community and trained to fight in jungles under conditions of counterinsurgency.

169. Livingston, (Capt) George D. "Immediate Action Drills," INFANTRY, 53 (July-Aug 1963), 43-45. Ill. The author describes immediate action drills, ambushes, defenses, and signals, i.e., planned reactions to common situations that occur in jungle counterguerrilla encounters.


171. Richards, (Maj) Guy. "Jungle Patrolling," MARINE CORPS GAZETTE, 29 (Jan 1945), 68-71; (Feb 1945), 21-24. LC-VE7. $4. Author tells how patrols can operate most effectively, describing organizational and tactical aspects of jungle patrolling. Useful for counterguerrilla operations in jungle areas.

172. US. Army, Dept of. JUNGLE OPERATIONS. (FM 31-50.) Washington: USDA, Oct 1960. 152pp. App., ind. Current Army doctrine on training for jungle operations is directly applicable to antiguerilla warfare. Defensive and offensive jungle tactics, logistics, medical services, evacuation, communication, and intelligence are considered.
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